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1 OPERATION OF THE NUCLEAR POHER PLANTS IN OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1984 

All plant units, i.e. Loviisa 1 and 2 and TVO I 
and II, were in commercial operation. The plant 
data are given in Table I (p. 8). All plant 
units operated well in the report period, and 
there were no occurrences or discoveries of 
special significance to their safety. 

On 16 November,1984, the Ministry of Trade and 
Industry granted the power company TVO a new 
license for the import, possession, transport 
and use of nuclear fuel. The license concerns 
fuel of Nigerien origin, which is enriched in the 
Soviet Union, and manufactured as fuel bundles 
in Sweden or in the Federal Republic of Germany. 

On the basis of the authorization given by the 
Council of State in its resolution on 17 May 
1984, concerning the revision of the operating 
licenses of the TVO I and TVO II plant units, 
the Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear 
Safety made a decision on 21 December 1984 
concluding that the operation of the plant units 
at the increased power level is safe and that 
the units can start continuous operation at 2160 
MW thermal power. This power is the new rated 
thermal power and it is 108 % of the earlier 
rated power. The new electrical power was 
defined as 735 MW (gross) and 710 MW (net). 
These new figures are applied from the beginning 
of 1985 onwards. 

With the exception of some brief drops, the 
Loviisa 1 and 2 plant units were operated at 100 
% power in the report period. Sea water leaks 
into the condensers and the resulting repairs of 
the condensers necessitated small power reductions 
and disturbed the operation of both units a 
little. There were no interruptions in the 
operation of Loviisa 1 unit. The operation of 
Loviisa 2 unit had to be interrupted for a 
little more than two days at the beginning of 
November due to the repair of a valve in the 
primary circuit clean-up system. The transfers 
of fuel into the new spent fuel storage of 
Loviisa were begun on 19 November. At the first 
stage, 337 fuel bundles were placed in the 
storage pools. The bundles had been stored in 
pools at Loviisa 2 unit. Some of the bundles 
originate in Loviisa 1 unit. 

The TVO I and II units were operated fairly 
evenly at 108 % power. Here, too, sea water 
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leaks Into the condensers posed a problem, and 
the repairs of the condensers required several 
power reductions at both units. There were no 
interruptions in the operation of TVO I unit. 
The operation of TVO II unit was interrupted for 
a short while during the Christinas time, when 
the demand for electricity was low, to replace a 
cooling water seal in the generator. 

The amount of electricity produced by the Finnish 
nuclear power plants to the national grid in 
October - December 1984 totalled 4976 GWh. 
According to the statistics compiled by the 
Finnish Association of Electricity Supply 
Undertakings, the total production of electricity 
in Finland was at the same time 12,073 GWh; this 
means that the electricity produced by nuclear 
power accounted for 41 % of the production. The 
corresponding figures for the whole year were 
17,800 GWh, 43,311 GWh and 41 %• 

The amounts of gross electrical energy produced 
and the plant load factors (the ratio of the 
produced electrical energy to the energy which 
would have been produced if the plant had been 
operated at rated power throughout the report 
period) were in the last quarter of 1984 as 
follows: 

Loviisa 1 1025 GWh 0.998 
Loviisa 2 1000 GWh 0.974 
TVO I 1585 GWh 1.051 
TVO II 1569 GWh 1.041 

The corresponding monthly figures are included 
in Tables II and III (pp. 8, 9). The availability 
of the plant units is shown in Table IV (p. 9). 
A general picture of the production of electricity 
can be obtained from the power diagrams (Figures 
1 - 4 , pp. 10, 11). 

The load factors of the TVO I and II units 
can be higher than 1 because the units have been 
in test operation at 108 % power. This calcula-
tory reason disappears at the beginning of 
1985, when the plant units start continuous 
operation at the increased level. 

The most important occurrences, discoveries and 
actions at the nuclear power plant units during 
the report period are dealt with in Chapter 2. 
In the report period, no event essentially 
degraded plant safety nor posed a radiation 
hazard to the personnel or the environment. The 
described events are mainly various component 
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failures or disturbances resulting in brief 
power reductions, and none of them can be 
classified as having special significance to 
safety. On the basis of safety analyses and 
inspections conducted at the plants, no such 
findings were made that would have led to 
actions limiting operation. 

Radiation safety is dealt with in Chapter 3. 
The radiation doses received by the personnel, 
as well as the releases of radioactive substances 
into the environment were considerably below the 
established limits. 
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Table I. Plant data 

Plant Start-up Comiercial Rated power Type, 
unit operation W (gross/ supplier 

net) 

Loviisa 1 8.2. 1977 

Loviisa 2 4.11.1960 

TVO I 2.9. 1978 

TVO II 18.2. 1980 

9.5. 1977 465/445 Pressurized water reactor 
(PWR), Atomenergoexport 

5.1. 1981 465/445 Pressurized water reactor 
(PWR), Atomenergoexport 

10.10.1979 683/658** Boiling water reactor 
(BWR), Asea Atom 

1.7. 1982 683/658** Boiling water reactor 
(BWR), Asea Atom 

x) TVO I and TVO II in test operation at 103 % power in the operating cycle 1983 -
84, and in test operation at 108 % power after the annual naintenance of 1984. 

Table II. Electricity produced by nuclear power plants up to 31.12.1984 (gross, GWh) 

Plant 
unit 

Loviisa 1 

Loviisa 2 

TVO I 

TVO II 

Total 

October 

345.0 

346.8 

530.2 

533.7 

1756 

Net production 
of npp's 1671 

Production of 
electricity in 
Finland 3777 

Percentage of 
nuclear power 
of product. 44.2 

GonsuRption 
of electri
city in 
Finland 4318 

Fourth quarter, 1984 

November 

331.5 

304.5 

517.2 

522.6 

1676 

1635 

4104 

39.8 

4510 

December 

348.1 

348.5 

537.2 

513.0 

1747 

1670 

4192 

39.8 

4578 

Total 

1024.6 

999.8 

1584.6 

1569.3 

5179 

4976 

12,073 

41.2 

13,406 

Whole 
year 
1984 

3522.1 

3794.8 

5706.9 

5511.1 

18,536 

17,800 

43,311 

41.1 

48,497 

Since be
ginning 
of conmerc. 
operation 

23,691 

13,446 

26,190 

13,077 

-

Since 
start
up 

24,194 

13,855 

28,722 

19,765 

86,537 

Percentage of 
nuclear power of 
consunpt. 38.7 36.3 36.5 37.1 36.7 
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Table I II . Load factors of nuclear power plants up t o 31.12.1984 

gross e l ec tr i c i ty production 

rated power x calendar t ine 
(- -) 

Plant 
unit 

Loviisa 1 

Loviisa 2 

TVO I 

TVO II 

October 

0.997 

1.002 

1.043 

1.050 

Fourth quarter, 1984 
November 

0.990 

0.910 

1.052 

1.063 

December 

1.006 

1.007 

1.057 

1.010 

Total 

0.998 

0.973 

1.051 

1.041 

Whole 
year 
1984 

0.862 

0.929 

0.951 

0.919 

Since be
ginning 
of conmerc. 
operation 

0.760 

0.828 

0.838 

0.872 

Since 
start
up 

0.752 

0.821 

0.758 

0.678 

Table IV. Availability of nuclear power plants up to 31.12.1984 

, generator synchronized (h) « 

calendar time (h) 

Plant 
unit 

Loviisa 1 

Loviisa 2 

TTO I 

TVO II 

October 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

Fourth quarter, 1984 
November 

1.000 

0.921 

1.000 

1.000 

December 

1.000 

1.000 

1.000 

0.956 

Total 

1.000 

0.974 

1.000 

0.985 

Whole 
year 
1984 

0.871 

0.939 

0.939 

0.914 

Since be
ginning 
of conTnerc. 
operation 

0.815 

0.869 

0.868 

0.900 

Since 
start
up 

0.816 

0.871 

0.793 

0.713 
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i 0 0 7. 
4 6 5 1W 

Figure 1 Daily gross power of Loviisa 1 plant unit 

in October - December 1984 

1 Repair of the bellows in the bleed of turbine 1 

2 Test operation of the auxiliary plant transformer 

3 
5 too 

T3 

u 
I 200 

100 -

& = 100 7. 
"\ 465 MW 

Figure 2 Daily gross power of Loviisa 2 plant unit 
in October - December 1984 

1 Repair of a valve in the primary circuit clean-up 
system 
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i 0 0 7. 
68.5 MW 

Figure 3 Daily gross power of TVO I plant unit 

in October - December 1984 

1 Repair of a sea water leak in the condenser 

2 Low demand for electricity 

3 Valve failure in the relief system 

,oo •/. 
683 MW 

Figure 4 Daily gross power of TVO II plant unit 
in October - December 1984 

1 Repair of a sea water leak in the condenser 

2 Replacement of a cooling water seal in the generator 
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2 OCCURRENCES AND DISCOVERIES AT EACH PLANT UNIT 

2.1 Loviisa 1 

2.1.1 General 

The plant unit was operated without an interrup
tion all through the report period. 

There were no occurrences or discoveries of 
special significance to safety. 

2.1.2 Safety-related occurrences and discoveries 

Faulty display in the pressure gauge of the 
containment upper space 

At the Loviisa 1 and 2 units, both the reactor 
protection system and the plant protection 
system monitor the pressure in the containment. 
There are three impulse lines, measurement TL 
10, from the containment lower space to the 
reactor protection system, which trips the 
reactor if the pressure rises above a setpoint. 
In addition, there are four impulse lines, 
measurement TL 90, from both the upper and the 
lower spaces of the containment to the plant 
protection system to control the operation of 
the containment sprinkler system and the isolation 
of the containment ventilation. These pressure 
gauges of the reactor protection system and the 
plant protection system have a common reference 
pressure line, which corresponds with the pressure 
of outside air. In other respects, the measure
ments were to be separated. 

On 1 October 1984, one of the upper space pressure 
gauges TL 90 of the plant protection system showed 
too much underpressure and actuated one protection 
channel. It was found out that the reason for 
the actuation was the fact that the impulse line 
of the measurement had been spuriously connected 
to the corresponding measurement of the reactor 
protection system. Then the pressure in the 
lower space could directly affect the measurement 
of pressure in the upper space. The faulty 
connection was removed and the other similar 
places were checked. 

The faulty connection would not have had a 
significant effect on the progress of the 
postulated accidents, but it nevertheless 
diminished the reliability of the reactor and 
plant protection systems. In further investiga
tions it was discovered that this connection 
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fault had been hidden since the beginning of the 
operation of the plant unit. The reason for the 
fault was probably the fact that the impulse 
lines of the measurement had been installed 
following general lay-out charts, and the 
actual installation diagrams had been drawn, 
without checking their correctness, on the basis 
of the solution carried out. 

Because of the occurrence, the Finnish Centre 
for Radiation and Nuclear Safety has requested 
the power company Imatran Voima Oy to submit a 
report on the quality control and assurance 
associated with the impulse piping. The report 
will be used as a basis when it is decided if 
further measures are necessary. 

Improvements for limiting the consequences of 
transformer fires 

On 6 Sptember 1984, in Kangasala, at a junction 
of the 400 kV national grid, there was a 
transformer fire in which a 400 MVA transformer 
supplying from the 400 kV grid to the 110 kV 
grid burned irreparably. The fire started when 
an on-load tap changer, which was used for 
controlling voltage, broke down. This caused an 
electric arc, which broke the cover of the 
transformer. Consequently, transformer oil (85 
m3 in all) began to leak out and caught fire, 
also causing outside damages. The fire lasted 
for about 6 hours and the mop-up took several 
days. However, the incident led only to local 
interruptions in the supply of electricity. 

The Loviisa power plant has two main transformers 
connected to the 400 kV grid and two transformers 
connected to the 110 kV grid. One of these 
transformers supplies the electrical systems of 
the plant and the other supplies the rest of the 
plant site. The transformers are located between 
the turbine halls and the diesel building. Each 
of the main transformers contains about 80 m3 of 
oil. On the basis of the experience obtained 
from the transformer fire in Kangasala, it was 
estimated that a great transformer fire at the 
Loviisa plant could in the worst case damage 
both the 400 kV and the 110 kV grid connections 
and the diesel generators in such a way that the 
electricity supply to one plant unit would be 
jeopardized. Because a complete power cut 
lasting for 4 to 5 hours would lead to severe 
reactor damage, it was concluded that certain 
modifications were necessary in order to ensure 
the electricity supply to the plant even in the 
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case of a fire in the main transformer area. 

The most important, immediate measures that were 
taken by the end of November were as follows: 

- A 110 kV/6kV transformer with 10 MVA power 
was placed outside the postulated fire area 
in the 110 kV switchyard. From this a 
protected cable connection was led to the 6 
kV switch plant so that this supply can be 
made operable within one hour, if necessary. 
By means of the diesel generators, this 
connection also makes possible the cross-supply 
between the plant units. In addition, the 
supply is backed by two gas turbine units at 
the plant site. 

The supply of clean inlet air to the diesel 
generators was ensured by constructing new 
inlet air channels farther away from the 
postulated fire area. Furthemore, the diesel 
building was protected with additional 
structures. 

- The front wall of the transformer bunkers was 
raised so as to be on a level with the back 
and side walls. 

The Technical Specifications were revised so 
that the operability of the so-called TK-RY 
connection (supply of water from the primary 
circuit make-up system to the secondary side 
of the steam generators, e.g. in case of a fire 
in the turbine hall) is ensured also in the 
case of a single failure. 

- The fire insulation of the supply cables 
coming from the diesel generators was improved 
in the lower parts of the turbine hall. 

- Most of the hydrogen bottles of the generator 
cooling system were moved from the postulated 
fire area to a safer place (the rest were 
removed at the beginning of 1985). 

By the end of December, the protection of the 
cables of fire water pumps had been improved in 
the postulated fire area, the new electricity 
supply connecitons had been tested and the 
emergency instructions had been revised. 

It will be furthermore studied how to improve 
the fire protection of the buildings and 
structures in the postulated fire area, how to 
ensure the electricity supply to the fire water 
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pumps, w h e t h e r t h e t rans former area should be 
p r o v i d e d w i t h a u t o m a t i c f i r e e x t i n g u i s h i n g 
equipment, how t o ensure t h e o p e r a b i l i t y of the 
d i e s e l g e n e r a t o r s i n a t r a n s f o r m e r f i r e and 
which m o d i f i c a t i o n s shou ld be c a r r i e d out i n the 
hydrogen s y s t e m s . 

2 . 2 L o v i i s a 2 

2 . 2 . 1 General 

The operation of the plant unit was interrupted 
once during the report period for the repair of 
a valve failure in the primary circuit clean-up 
system. 

There were no occurrences or discoveries of 
special significance to safety. 

2.2.2 Safety-related occurrences and discoveries 

Failure of valve TC50S02 in the primary circuit 
clean-up system on 2 November 

The primary circuit clean-up system is composed 
of two separate loops, TC10 and TC50. The clean
up system operates in the primary circuit pressure 
and the flow is maintained by the pressure 
difference caused by the primary circulating 
pumps. The valves TC50S01 and TC50S02 act as 
the boundary valves of the primary circuit on 
the inlet side of the clean-up system loop 
TC50. The purpose of valve TC50S02 is to control 
the flow of the clean-up system but also to 
close in certain disturbances as the second 
boundary valve of the primary circuit. 

On 2 November, in a functional test, which is 
repeated every second week, it was discovered 
that valve TC50S02 did not stop the flow. In 
the same test, tha other valve TC50S01 operated 
normally and stopped the flow. According to the 
Technical Specifications, the operation of the 
plant unit cannot be continued for more than 
three days in a situation like that. 

To repair the valve, the plant unit was placed 
in a cold shutdown on 4 November. It was 
discovered that the valve did not operate 
because the valve disc had become disconnected 
from the stem as the fixture between them had 
broken. A similar failure had happened in 
1981. The cause of the damage has remained 
somewhat unclear, but contributing factors have 
probably been the use of the valve for both 
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controlling and stopping functions and a test, 
carried out in the annual maintenance, in which 
the valve may have been driven to the torque 
limit, i.e. too tightly closed. As a repair 
action, the internals of the valve were replaced. 
The operation of valve TC10S02 in the other loop 
of the clean-up system was also checked in 
connection with the shutdown. The electricity 
production of the plant unit was re-started on 6 
November. 

On 23 November, as valve TC50S02 was subjected 
to its first functional test after the repair, 
it was found out that the valve did not stop the 
flow completely but there remained a leak of 2 
to 3 kg/s. The valve leaked because the 
adjustment of the closed position after the 
repair had not been successful. As regards this 
issue, the Finnish Centre for Radiation and 
Nuclear Safety gave Imatran Voima Oy a permission 
to deviate from the Technical Specifications 
until the next shutdown, for it is possible to 
ir.ake the valve tight manually. 

2.3 TVO I 

2.3.1 General 

The plant unit was operated evenly at 108 % power. 

There were no occurrences or discoveries of 
special significance to safety. 

2.3.2 Safety-related occurrences and discoveries 

Voltage cuts in the 110 kV connection 

In the report period there have been three 
voltage cuts in the 110 kV connection between 
the grid and the TVO power plant. The cuts have 
been caused by faults in the equipment of the 
users who are in the same 110 kV derivation as 
the TVO nuclear power plant. 

On 25 October 1984, the 110 kV line was made 
dead for the repair of a faulty disconnector in 
the switchyard of the company Rauma-Repola. The 
voltage cut lasted for 2 hours 12 minutes. At 
the same time, one of the diesels in the plant 
unit was inoperable due to preventive maintenan
ce. In a situation of that kind, the Technical 
Specifications required that the plant unit be 
placed in the cold shutdown. However, the 
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voltage could be restored so quickly that the 
shutdown procedures had not yet been commenced. 

On 30 0; tober 1984, there was a two-minute 
voltage cut in the 110 kV grid. The cut was 
caused when the grid protector was actuated due 
to faulty operation of the generator switch 
at the Harjavalta power plant. 

On 26 December 1984, the 110 kV line was made 
dead for 2 hours 12 minutes for the repair of a 
disconnector in the switchyard of Rauma-Repola. 

The disturbances that are caused to the 110 kV 
connection of TVO by faults in the equipment of 
other users will diminish notably when a new 110 
kV switchyard is completed in Hevossuo. According 
to plans, the modification will be ready in the 
autumn of 1986. 

Unnecessary opening of safety valve 314V2 on 22 
November 

The purpose of system 314 at the TVO I and II 
plant units is to take care of the reactor over
pressure protection and the pressure control and 
reduction in certain operational and disturbance 
situations. The system is composed of 12 main 
valves and their blow-down pipes, through which 
the reactor steam is led to the condensation 
pool in the containment building. Each main 
valve, with the exception of two so-called 
control lines, has both an electrical and a 
pneumatic pilot valve. During the normal power 
operation of the plant, the valves of the system 
are kept closed. 

While TVO I unit was operating at 108 % power on 
22 November, an alarm was received from the 
differential pressure guard of valve V2 in 
system 314, as well as from the pressure guards 
of the blow-down pipes behind the valves. On 
the basis of the alarms and the operation 
recorders, it was concluded that V2 had opened 
for about 4 seconds without reason. The safety 
valve closed spontaneously without control 
measures. Because of the occurrence, the 
reactor pressure dropped briefly by about 0.2 
MPa below its normal value 7.0 MPa. The 
occurrence had no effect on the operation of the 
plant. If the valve had not closed by itself, 
it would have been possible to close it from the 
control room by means of a forced closing valve 
in the pilot valve line. 
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It was suspected that the spurious opening of 
valve V2 was caused by an electrical fault, 
wherefore the electrical control of the electrical 
pilot valve was tested and the voltage going to 
the coil of the pilot valve was followed with a 
recorder for one week. These measures revealed 
no fault in the electrical control valve, and so 
the reason for the spurious opening of main 
valve V2 remained unclear. 

During a repair shutdown at TVO I at the beginning 
of 1985, the pneumatic pilot valve unit of V2 
was replaced and the electrical pilot valve was 
serviced. 

2.3.3 Other matters 

Leaking pipes in the turbine condensers of the 
TVO units 

The original pipe material in the condensers of 
the TVO plant units is aluminium brass. The 
number of condenser pipes at each plant unit is 
39,000 and the flow rate of sea water is ca. 28 
m3/s. 

To protect against corrosion, the following 
methods are used: supply of ferrous sulphate, 
cathodic protection, and cleaning with Taprogge 
rubber balls. In spite of these protective 
measures, there has been pitting and erosion 
corrosion in the pipes, and it has been necessary 
to plug pipes even during operation, which means 
that the plant must be placed at 50 - 60 % power 
for a couple of hours. At TVO I pipes have been 
plugged five times, and at TVO II three times in 
the report period. The total number of pipes 
plugged in the period is 11. In the refuelling 
shutdown of 1985, the condenser of TVO II unit 
is provided with pipes made of titanium. In 
this connection, the total thermal surface is 
also increased. A corresponding replacement 
operation will be carried out at TVO I unit in 
the refuelling shutdown of 1986. The Swedish 
nuclear power plants have already been provided 
with titanium piping, with the exception of 
Forsmark I unit, where the modification is 
carried out in the summer of 1985. 

Extended inspections of the TVO diesel generator 
engines 

At the TVO I and II plant units, the components 
that are important to safety are subjected to 
preventive maintenance during the operation of 
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the plant units in accordance with principles 
accepted by the Finnish Centre for Radiation and 
Nuclear Safety. This practice of so-called 
preventive maintenance packages means that the 
components of one redundancy (e.g. diesel 
generators, pumps, blowers, valves, heat 
exchangers) can all be removed from service at 
the same time for maintenance. It has been 
planned that there be c »e extensive (2 days) and 
one brief (1 day) preventive maintenance package 
annually. Because of problems in the engines of 
the TVO diesel generators (manufactured by 
SACM), the preventive maintenance packages were 
combined in 1984 to form one 5-day package for 
performing more extensive inspections and 
maintenance of the engines. The Finnish Centre 
for Radiation and Nuclear Safety accepted this 
exception. At TVO II unit, the work was done in 
March - April and at TVO I unit, in September -
October. 

The diesel engines underwent the following 
operations that are not included in the normal 
preventive maintenance packages: 

inspection of the rocker arms in the rocker 
gear 

- inspection of the push rods in the rocker gear 
- disassembly and inspection of the starting 

motors 
- inspection of the exhaust gas compressor 

clean-up of the daily fuel tank 
replacement of the fuel injection pumps 
(Bosch), as allowed by spare part pumps, to 
eliminate the problems that had appeared 

- maintenance of the pre-pressure pumps of fuel 
- inspection of the expansion tanks of cooling 

water. 

Although there had earlier been damages in the 
arms of the rocker gear and in the support rings 
of the starting motor bearings at both plant 
units, no such damages were now found. 

The most significant faults detected in the 
preventive maintenance packages of TVO I unit 
and in the subsequent test operation included 
the following: 

- In diesel engine 651 6 101 there was a 
cylinder head in which the sleeve of the fuel 
injection nozzle had been sealed with an 0-
gasket at its lower end, although there 
should not have been any cylinder heads of 
this kind left after an inspection that had 
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been performed earlier. This gasket type had 
contributed to water leaks from the cylinder 
heads (see Report STUK-B-YTO 7, p.20). 

The low-temperature circuit of the cooling 
water system of diesel engines 651 6 201, G 
301 and G 401 contained breaches, which were 
repaired by welding. 

- The heat regulating valve of the lubricating 
oil in diesel engine 651 G 101 had been 
damaged in connection with Installation and 
so the temperature of lubricating oil rose 
too high during the test operation after the 
maintenance. 

- Diesel engine 651 G 401 stopped during the 
test operation after the maintenance as the 
injection pump broke. 

The most significant faults detected in the 
preventive maintenance nackages of TV0 II unit 
and in the subsequent test operation have been 
described in Report STUK-B-YTO 7. 

2.4 TVO II 

2.4.1 General 

The plant unit was operated evenly at 108 % power, 
with the exception of an interruption necessitated 
by the replacement of a cooling water seal in the 
generator near the end of the report period. 

2.4.2 Safety-related occurrences and discoveries 

There were no safety-re lated occurrences or 
discoveries. 

2.4.3 Other matters 

Hot shutdown for the replacement of a slip-ring 
seal in the generator on 25 Dec, and a reactor 
trip SS8 

The cooling water system of the rotor at the end 
of the generator exciter has a so-called slip-ring 
seal, which had gradually begun to leak so much 
that the plant unit was placed in a hot shutdown 
for the replacement of the seal during the 
Christmas time when the demand for electricity 
is low. At the same time, some other repairs 
were also made at the plant, for Instance 
a coil in the magnet valve of the pilot valve 
that regulates the infernal isolation valve of a 
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main steam line, was replaced in three steam 
lines. There had been a fault in one magnet 
valve, and some exceptional electrical values 
had been measured in the other two. 

In connection with the start-up of the plant 
(reactor power ca. 1 % of the rated power), the 
reactor tripped on condition SS8 (high neutron 
flux in the IRM measurement range). This was 
because the measurement range of the IRM system, 
which controls the neutron flux in the interme
diate range, had not been changed into a larger 
range before the limit of the range in use was 
exceeded. 

Because of the hot shutdown, the electricity 
production of the plant unit was interrupted for 
a little less than 36 hour's. 

3 RADIATION SAFETY OF THE PERSONNEL AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

3.1 Radiation safety of the personnel 

3.1.1 Collective radiation exposure 

In October - December 1984, the collective 
radiation dose of the nuclear power plant 
personnel at the Loviisa 1 and 2 units totalled 
0.055 manSv and at the TVO I and II units 0.O51 
manSv. 

The cumulative collective radiation dose of the 
nuclear power plant personnel in 1984 was 1.868 
manSv in Loviisa and 1.244 manSv at the TVO 
units. The doses are clearly below the limit 
recommended in the guides of the Finnish Centre 
for Radiation and Nuclear Safety, i.e. 0.005 
manSv/MW in one year, which would be in total 4.4 
manSv/year for the Loviisa 1 and 2 units and 6.6 
manSv/year for the TVO I and II units. 

3.1.2 Personal doses 

The personal doses of the nuclear power plant 
personnel i n October - December 1984 were 
c l e a r l y below the dose l imi t for three months 
(25 mSv). The highest personal dose during the 
report period was 2 mSv at the p lants of both 
power companies. 

In 1984, the personal r a d i a t i o n doses of the 
nuclear power plant personnel were c l e a r l y below 
t h e annual dose l i m i t 50 mSv. The h i g h e s t 
personal dose was 17.4 mSv and i t was received 
at the Loviisa 1 and 2 u n i t s . 
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The distributions of the personal doses of the 
nuclear power plant personnel in October -
December 1984 (Table V) and in the whole year 
1984 (Table VI) specify the number of personnel 
in each dose range and at each plant site. In 
addition, the tables show the distribution of 
the workers' total doses in the time span in 
question. The distributions comprise the doses 
of persons »»ho have been recorded in the central 
dose file of the Finnish Centre for Radiation 
and Nuclear Safety as nuclear power plant workers. 

The dose limits of the persons who are exposed 
to radiation in their work (annual dose limit 50 
mSv and dose limit for three months 25 mSv) are 
included in the legislation on radiation 
protection and they are based on the recommenda
tions of the International Commission on 
Radiological Protection (ICRP). 

Table V. Dose distribution of the nuclear power plant 
personnel in October - December 1984 

Dose (mSv) Loviisa TV0 Total dosea 

< 
0.50 -
1 
2 
3 

0.50] 

1 
2 
3 

o 627 
25 
15 
1 
-

966 
24 
12 
1 
-

1596 
49 
27 
2 
— 

a) This column also includes the data of those Finnish 
workers who have received doses at the Swedish nuclear 
power plants during this time. 

b) This group also includes persons who have not worked 
at nuclear power plants in this quarter, but who have not 
been removed from the statistics as active workers until 
the beginning of the quarter. 
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Table VI. Dose distribution of the nuclear power plant 
personnel in 1984 

Dose (mSv) Loviisa TVO Total dosea 

0.50 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

< 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

0.50 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

181 
90 
105 
79 
47 
33 
32 
24 
20 
16 
8 
6 
8 
3 

11 
1 
1 
1 
3 
-

455 
272 
205 
72 
50 
18 
13 
9 
7 
6 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-

636 
349 
307 
154 
94 
50 
45 
37 
28 
25 
8 
8 
9 
4 
11 
1 
3 
1 
3 
— 

a) This column also includes the data of those Finnish 
workers who have received doses at the Swedish nuclear power 
plants during this time. 

3.2 Radiation safety of the environment 

3.2.1 Releases 

The releases of radioactive substances into the 
environment in October - December 1984 were 
considerably below the guide release limits 
(Table VII). 

In accordance with the Resolution of the Ministry 
of Trade and Industry, the release limits are 
determined in such a way that for the persons 
with the highest exposure, the annual whole-body 
radiation dose is no more than 0.1 mSv. This is 
less than one tenth of the dose received annually 
from natural background radiation and 1/50 of 
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the dose limit given In the legislation. 

The radiation doses calculated on the basis of 
the release reports of the power companies in 
the fourth quarter were of the same magnitude as 
in the previous quarters. According to preli
minary calculations, the personal doses and 
collective doses accumulated in 1984 have not 
increased in comparison with the previous year. 
The doses have clearly remained below the guide 
dose limit. 

3.2.2 Measurement of environmental samples 

The measurement program of environmental samples 
is implemented by the Surveillance Department of 
the Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear 
Safety. The total amount of samples in the 
surroundings of both plant sites was 70 to 80. 

The environmental samples taken in the surroun
dings of the nuclear power plants in the fourth 
quarter contained the following radioactive 
substances originating in the nuclear power 
plants: 

- Loviisa: 54Mn, 58Co, 110mAg 

54 SO 
- Olkiluoto: ° Mn, 3 Co. 
In addition, in the surroundings of both nuclear 
power plants there were radioactive substances 
originating in nuclear weapons tests (3H, Sr, 
4 0 Cs) and in nature's own decay series (

7Be, 
K). All measured percentages were small and 

do not cause any actions. 

In Loviisa, radioactive substances originating 
in the nuclear power plant were detected in one 
air sample, in one rain water sample and in 
three samples taken of sedimenting matter. 

In Olkiluoto, radioactive substances originating 
in the nuclear power plant were detected in one 
rain water sample, in one sea water sample and 
in three samples taken of sedimenting matter. 

The appearance of the above-mentioned radioactive 
substances in soil samples has been random. In 
some types of samples taken of the sea environ
ment, these radionuclides have been discovered 
more regularly, as expected. In a little less 
than -cen per cent of the total amount of the 
samples, it was possible to detect radionuclides 
originating in the nuclear power plants. 
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The resu l t s obtained from the measurement of 
environmental samples are consistent with the 
r e l e a s e reports of the power companies, as 
regards the nuclide contents and their interre-
? ations, when one takes into account the different 
behaviour of n u c l i d e s in nature and t h e i r 
detection limits in measurements. 
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Table VII. Releases of radioactive substances into the envi-
ronment at 

Plant 

Loviisa 1 and 

Oct. - Dec. 
Jan. - Dec. 

TVO I and II 

Oct. - Dec. 
Jan. - Dec. 

2 

each plant site 

Gaseous effluents 

Noble gases 

87 
Kr-equiv. 

(TBq) 

a) 

a) 
_a) 

xn 

Iodines 

131 
I-equiv. 

(MBq) 

0.41 
2.0 

4.0 

1984 

Liquid effluents 

Tritium Other 
nuclides 

(TBq) (GBq) 

0.56 20 
7.1 21 

0.27 1.0 
1.0 15 

Annual release 
limits 

Loviisa 1 and 2 22,000 

TVO I and II 17,000 

b) 220,000 

120,000 

b) 150 

19 

890 

300 

b) 

a) Below detection limit. The calculational.release of Ar 
from the Loviisa 1 and 2 units expressed as Kr-equivalents 
was 1.7 TBq in the fourth quarter of the year, and totalled 5.5 
TBq in 1984. 

b) The figure shows the release limit of the plant site on 
the presumption that there will be no releases of other release 
types. The guide release limit is set in such a way that the 
sum of the release limit shares of the various types is equal 
to or smaller than 1. 


